Alloy Slack Span Dead-end
For use in corrosive environments

Be sure to read and completely understand this procedure before applying product. Be sure to select the proper PREFORMED™ product before application.

**Step #1** Tension the conductor to the desired sag.  
*Important:* Final load tension should not exceed 1000 lbs.

**Step #2** Position the dead-end loop around the neck of the insulator (or fitting) as shown. Make sure that the back of the loop is snug against the insulator neck (fitting) and that the insulator top groove is in line with the conductor. The legs of the dead-end should align with the conductor.

**Step #3** Start the application of the helical legs at the crossover (color code) mark. Wrap one leg of the Alloy Slack Span Dead-end onto the conductor as shown below and end by snapping in the rod ends.

**Step #4** Align the crossover mark of the second leg with the crossover mark of the applied leg. Wrap the second leg onto the conductor. Make sure that both legs are snapped into the final position. This completes the installation of the Alloy Slack Span Dead-end.

Completed Alloy Slack Span Dead-End Installation
Step #1 Take the appropriate cover-up measures for safety, then tension and secure the conductor.

Step #2 Position the dead-end loop around the neck of the insulator (or fitting) with a holding tool. Make sure that the back of the loop is snug against the insulator neck (fitting) and that the insulator top groove is in line with the conductor. The legs of the dead-end should align with the conductor.

Step #3 While holding one leg with a holding tool, apply the other leg starting at the crossover mark with an Applicator Ring Tool (see inset).

Complete the application of the first leg using the beveled edge of the Preformed Applicator Ring to snap the leg end into position.

Step #4 Align the crossover mark of the second leg with the crossover mark of the applied leg and repeat the leg application as before. For a completed application, make sure that both leg ends are snapped into position.

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
This application procedure is not intended to supersede any company construction or safety standards. This procedure is offered only to illustrate safe application for the individual.

FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE PROCEDURES MAY RESULT IN PERSONAL INJURY OR DEATH.

Do not modify this product under any circumstances.

This product is intended for use by trained technicians only. This product should not be used by anyone who is not familiar with, and not trained to use it.

When working in the area of energized lines, extra care should be taken to prevent accidental electrical contact. Be sure to wear proper safety equipment per your company protocol.

For proper performance and personal safety, be sure to select the proper size PREFORMED™ product before application.

PREFORMED products are precision devices. To ensure proper performance, they should be stored in cartons under cover and handled carefully.